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Trissential Names Neil Rolland as Minnesota Healthcare Practice Director

Management consulting firm promotes Neil Rolland to grow healthcare practice

MINNEAPOLIS - Nov. 12, 2015 - PRLog -- Trissential, a leading management consulting firm,
announces Neil Rolland as the Minnesota Healthcare Practice Director. Neil is a proven leader with over 23
years healthcare experience in retail healthcare, telemedicine, public and private exchanges, and
accountable care organizations.

Commenting on Neil’s promotion, Keith Korsi, CEO of Trissential, remarked, “I am excited and confident
with what Neil will continue to contribute to our Healthcare Practice. His expertise, accomplishments, and
proven leadership brings tremendous industry knowledge to the division. Before leading the Healthcare
Practice, Neil was a Principal Essentialist in our healthcare space, where he drove successful business
solutions for Trissential clients."

“I am excited to be leading the Trissential Healthcare Practice and our experienced team of Essentialists.
The healthcare landscape is in a constant state of change and Trissential is uniquely positioned to help both
Payer and Providers navigate through these changes and transform their organizations for the future,” says
Rolland.

Neil has been in executive level leadership positions in multiple healthcare organizations, like Blue Cross
Blue Shield MN, HealthPartners, Minute Clinic, HCC Life, Virtual Radiologic, American TeleCare, and
MNsure. He has an MBA from University of St. Thomas and a BA from St. Olaf College. Neil lives in
Burnsville with his wife and four children. He and his wife are actively involved in their kids' academics,
music, and sports.

About Trissential:

Trissential is a management consulting firm specializing in business improvement. Trissential helps
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companies achieve optimal results with the three essentials of Effective Strategy, Efficient Management
and Exceptional Execution. We also offer clients specialized practices for Enterprise Transformation,
Change Leadership, Portfolio/Program/Project Management, Software Quality Assurance, and JD Edwards.
For more information about Trissential, visit www.trissential.com or follow us on Twitter at @Trissential.

--- End ---
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